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Thursday 3rd July is Charity day - Oh, and theres a new MailRaider
Published on 06/30/14
45RPM Software today releases MailRaider Pro 2.0.11, an update to their popular email
extraction utility for Mac OS X. MailRaider Pro can open email files written by Microsoft
Outlook, and extract any attached files & serves as the most comprehensive Winmail.dat
utility available; opening Winmail files that other utilities baulk at. On Thursday 3rd
July 2014, all profits from 45RPM Software will be donated to charity to raise money for
Cancer treatment & care, and also for Parkinson's disease.
London, United Kingdom - MailRaider Pro 2.0.11, the turbocharged companion to one of the
most popular applications on the Mac Business App Store (MailRaider), is now available and 2.0.12 is hot on its heels. Better yet, if you purchase any 45RPMSoftware on 3rd July
2014 100% of the profits for that day will go to charity.
Sarah's (one half of 45RPM Software) father was diagnosed last year with Cancer and
Parkinson's Disease after he took a tumble whilst training for the Edinburgh marathon. It
would have been his ninth marathon. The last year has been pretty hard for him and his
recent prognosis of only a few months to live means that this is his last chance to see
her take part in a running event. Sarah has been training for a few months now and she's
in good shape to complete a 10k run, but she really wants to make it count so she's
decided to raise some money for the various charities linked to her dad's conditions. If
any of the organisations described below sound worthwhile to you please help them with
their work by throwing some coins in the collecting tin.
Bowel Cancer is the 3rd most common cancer in the UK and takes more lives than any other
cancer. The survival rate is around 60% with one person dying every half hour. Only a
small percentage of the multi-million pound cancer research funds go to bowel cancer so
any extra funding can make a real difference to current and future bowel cancer sufferers.
Parkinson's Disease has complicated the treatment of the cancer. It's hard to be mobile
during chemotherapy treatment when you can't balance properly and your limbs freeze
sporadically. Depression is a common symptom which doesn't help you face the effects of
the chemo. Cancer also speeds up the rate of onset of Parkinson's symptoms. All in all,
not a great combination. Parkinson's UK provides support and helps to fund research into a
disease which affects 1 in 500 people in the UK.
Macmillan Cancer Support does an outstanding job supporting the patients and their carers.
Both of Sarah's parents have been hugely grateful for the support of their "cancer nurse"
who has provided the right information when they needed it and sometimes just a shoulder
to cry on. They cannot be praised highly enough.
Email this to friends. Share it on facebook. Tweet it. The more people who know the bigger
the difference that we can make.
About the new version of MailRaider Pro:
MailRaider (priced $1.99) can open email files written by Microsoft Outlook, and extract
any attached files. It was the first application available for the Mac capable of reading
Microsoft Outlook files and it's still the essential tool for anyone upgrading from a
Windows computer to Mac - no longer are all those email files lost and unreadable.
MailRaider Pro (priced $7.99) adds support for additional mail formats, including more
Winmail.dat (TNEF) types than any other tool we have tested, and the ability to extract
email as XML so that you can process it later using tools of your own. In addition,
MailRaider Pro can automatically extract your Outlook files into the most appropriate
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format - so Message files are extracted into Apple Mail format (or your email client of
choice), appointments are extracted into Calendar format and addresses are extracted into
Contacts format. Better yet, if you have many emails to extract then you can choose to
extract them in bulk - and save them in bulk for import directly into your Mail client.
You now know that MailRaider Pro is powerful - but how easy is it to use? With a
configurable user interface, the answer is 'very easy'. Configure MailRaider Pro with the
tools that you need - and hide the tools that you aren't interested in. MailRaider Pro is
as personal as your email. Of course, MailRaider Pro can display your email with the
formatting intact - but if you prefer your email to be plain and stripped of all
unnecessary content then you can choose to display your email without formatting as well.
MailRaider Pro is beautiful too, with high resolution custom icons that shine on your
Retina display equipped Mac. It's even beautiful on Macs without Retina screens - no
attention to detail has been spared in providing the best user experience.
Searching through your emails is as easy as falling off a log. MailRaider Pro has support
for QuickLook (so that you can read your email without loading MailRaider) and Spotlight
(so that you can easily search for the Outlook file that you need).
Full help is provided on all MailRaider Pro functionality. If you're stuck for an answer,
check the help files. If you're still none the wiser then explore the 45RPM Software
forums and start a discussion about your problem. If neither of these facilities answer
your questions help is an email away. Whichever way you slice it, they've got you covered.
MailRaider Pro isn't Anglocentric either. In addition to English, MailRaider Pro is
localised into French, Spanish and German - and not just for the application itself
either, the help files are fully translated too.
Of course, all 45RPM Software benefits from exceptional support - you'll never be left
feeling forgotten or unloved. If you've got a problem with any 45RPM Software applications
then send an email and it will be their pleasure to help you out.
System Requirements:
* OS X 10.6 or later
* 17.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
MailRaider Pro 2.0.11 is $7.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide through the Mac App Store in the Business category. MailRaider Pro
includes all of this functionality as standard. There are no hidden costs in the form of
costly in-app upgrades.
45RPM Software:
http://www.45rpmsoftware.com
MailRaider Pro 2.0.11:
http://www.45rpmsoftware.com/mailraider.php
Charity Donation:
http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/Sarahs10kDash
Purchase and Download (MAS):
https://itunes.apple.com/app/mailraider-pro/id765096886
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Screenshot:
http://45rpmsoftware.com/MailRaider/screenshot2.png
Application Icon:
http://45rpmsoftware.com/MailRaider/icon.png

45RPM Software is a European husband and wife team, developing useful tools for the Mac
since 2007. Our most popular applications are Locamatic (since 2007) and MailRaider (since
2009) - but USBleat (2013) has proven surprisingly popular in Holland and Japan and
Convert64 is the indispensable 'What is that file?' tool. Copyright (C) 2007-2014 Pascal
Harris / 45RPMSoftware All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac, the Mac logo, are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.
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